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Outline

■ Solving problems on Stepik

■ A review of lecture materials

■ Biological side of genome assembly

■ More algorithms!!!



Solving problems on Stepik

■ Authenticate before you solve!!!!
■ https://stepik.org/lesson/201025/step/1?unit=175124



Review of lecture material

Compeau and Pevzner, 2018



Overlap Graph

Review of lecture material

De Bruijn Graph

Compeau and Pevzner, 2018



Review of lecture material

Compeau and Pevzner, 2018

？



Biological side of genome assembly
How do we get the reads?

Basic idea: during DNA replication, we can add nucleotides with different 
fluorescent labels, detect the light emitted, and determine which nucleotide 
was attached

Youtube: Illumina four-color sequencing by synthesis
Mardis ER, 2008

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=137&v=tuD-ST5B3QA


Sequencing by synthesis

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMyCqWhwB8E


Sequencing by synthesis

Modification Amplification Sequencing



Sequencing by synthesis - Modification

Mardis ER, 2008



Sequencing by synthesis - Amplification

Mardis ER, 2008



Sequencing by synthesis - Sequencing

Mardis ER, 2008



Sequencing by synthesis - Sequencing

Chemistry cycle during sequencing:

Reversible terminator binding to 
DNA template

Fluorescent light emitted and 
captured by the sensor

Blocking removed, allowing a new 
reversible terminator to bind



Sequencing by synthesis - Sequencing

Tracking the light is also a computational problem!!!



Sequencing by synthesis - Sequencing



More Background in Assemblies:
- The Old Guards
- Metric of Quality
- The Assemblathon
Basic Algorithms Stuff
- Finding a Eulerian Circuit
- Non-Branching Paths
- FInding All Eulerian Circuits



The OLC Family

a.k.a Hamiltonian-Circuit Family
Overlap: Align sequences against each 
other and find overlaps

Layout: Find an arrangement of reads that 
respect some rules

Consensus: Merge all seen sequences with 
overlaps

- Mainstream algorithm in early times
- Gets pretty messy with the rules, got 

scaling issues, and is now superseded 
by de Burgin graph based algorithms



Reality of Assemblies

You don’t get a single sequence for one chromosome every time(or practically, never).

Now say I and Wendy have two assemblies. Each of several contigs/scaffolds.

Think about this: How do you know which one is better?



Quality Assessment

Some simple case.

- Size - If you know the expected sequence is 400Mbp(bp = base pair) but I gave you 
something of 20Mbp…

- Coverage - If I don’t even most of the inputs in your assembles…

Most people don’t make this type of mistakes.

- Mean Fragment Size - Trick the judge by throwing out short fragments
- The most accepted metric for nowadays is  N50/L50



Setting Up

https://www.slideshare.net/aubombarely/genome-assembly2014



N50/L50

https://www.slideshare.net/aubombarely/genome-assembly2014



The Assemblathon

Question: What is the best assembler in the world?
  If everyone claims their assembly method is the best, then let’s hold a contest.
They got a cool logo. At least by 2007 standards, I guess.



The Assemblathon (The Sequel)

https://academic.oup.com/gigascience/article/2/1/2047-217X-2-10/2656129



The Assemblathon (The Sequel)



The Assemblathon (The Sequel)

Can’t get enough authors!

Results? 

- However, the high degree of 
variability between the entries 
suggests that there is still much 
room for improvement in the field 
of genome assembly and that 
approaches which work well in 
assembling the genome of one 
species may not necessarily work 
well for another.

Basically there are no overall winner



Theory Homework #1

PSA: For some of these homeworks you are graded on your effort even if your solution is 
not correct.

Answer #1: Use nodes as k-mers, directed edges to denote (k-1)-mer overlap.

Answer #2: Find a Hamiltonian path over the nodes(assuming no duplicate k-mers).

- What if in #1, I add an edge as long as nodes have some overlap? (Say, if two 5-mers 
have 3-bp overlap, I add an edge as well.)



Theory Homework #1

You will get suboptimal assemblies. Or blowups. (Boom.)

Example:

Sequence is ATCAT. 3-mers are ATC, TCA, CAT.

Correct/optimal Hamiltonian path is ATC->TCA->CAT.

a valid Hamiltonian path: CAT->TCA->ATC, get the sequence CATCATC instead.



Non-Branching Paths

Input:

A Directed Graph G = (V, E).

Output:

Set of Maximal Non-Branching Paths - Paths that all internal vertices have in degree 
of 1 and out degree of 1, and is not subpath of any other Non-Branching Paths



Non-Branching Paths

Key observation:

- No two MNBP share starting edge.
- Starting edge of MNBP decides the maximal path itself.

Just iterate over all possible starting edges and be done.

- For each edge (u, v): If u is not a 1-in-1-out node, (u, v) is eligible to start an MNBP.
- Walk from v until current vertex is no longer 1-in-1-out.
- Add visited nodes to results.



Non-Branching Paths

Pitfall: 1-in-1-out edges can start NMBP. It happens in isolated circles.



Building an Eulerian Circuit

Input:

A Graph G = (V, E). Ensures G have a Eulerian Circuit(strongly connected, each vertex 
have same in-degree and out-degree).

Output:

A sequence of vertices.



Hierholzer’s Algorithm (1873)

Pick any vertex as a starting point.
Travel on the graph, removing visited edges on the way. Stop when you get back to the 
starting vertex.
If there are vertices on the tour that have unvisited edges, start from that vertex and join the 
resulting path.

Proof of Correctness:
1. You cannot get stuck at other vertices.
2. You don’t end up with unvisited cycles.



Hierholzer’s Algorithm (1873)

function explore(v) {
      ret := [], cur := v
      while (cur != v) {
            find an outgoing edge: (cur -> next)
            remove edge, ret += [cur], cur := next
      }
      return ret
}



Hierholzer’s Algorithm (1873)

function explore(v)
function circuit {
     path := explore(0)
     while graph is not empty {
         find v in path that have nonzero degree
         idx = path.index(v)
         path = path[:idx] + explore(v) + path[idx:]
     }
     return path
}



Hierholzer’s Algorithm (1873)

OK, that’s not very cool. Concatenating lists take a long time in some cases.

Brainstorming: An O(M) algorithm?



Hierholzer’s Algorithm (1873)

tour := []
result := []
function explore(v) {
      cur := v
      while (cur != v) {
            find an outgoing edge: (cur -> next)
            remove edge, push cur to tour, cur := next 
      } 
}



Hierholzer’s Algorithm (1873)

function circuit {
     explore(0)
     while tour is not empty {
         pop v from tour, push v to result
         if v has more edges: explore(v)
     }
     return result  # read from top 
}

tour := []
result := []
function explore(v) {
      cur := v
      while (cur != v) {
            find an outgoing 
edge: (cur -> next)
            remove edge, push 
cur to tour, cur := next 
      } 
}



Counting Eulerian Circuits

Input:

A Directed Graph G = (V, E). Ensures G have a Eulerian Circuit(strongly connected, 
each vertex have same in-degree and out-degree). We also assume G have no duplicate 
edges.

Output:

Number of Eulerian Circuits in G. Two ECs are same if list of visited vertices are the 
same after rotation.



Counting Eulerian Circuits

The core idea: Transform one graph with n possible circuit into n graphs with 1 possible 
circuit.

Fix edge (u, v). If v have multiple out edges, for each of them (v, w), create a new graph 
where the edges (u, v) and (v, w) are removed, a new vertex x is added alongside with 
edges (u, x) and (x, w).

Question 1: Why does this converge?

Question 2: Correctness?



Counting Eulerian Circuits

The core idea: Transform one graph with n possible circuit into n graphs with 1 possible 
circuit.

Fix edge (u, v). If v have multiple out edges, for each of them (v, w), create a new graph 
where the edges (u, v) and (v, w) are removed, a new vertex x is added alongside with 
edges (u, x) and (x, w).

Question 1: Why does this converge?

- Each new graph have one more vertex than the old graph so it can’t go on forever.

Question 2: Correctness?

- Fix starting edge, every Eulerian circuit can be mapped to a expanded simple graph 
and vice versa.







Extra Question...

How many Eulerian Circuits can a graph of M edges have? 



Extra Question...

At least (M/2-1)! : the star graph



Group Discussion

■ In practice, biologists use multiple libraries of read-pairs with 
different “insert sizes” (distance between ends of the reads). 
Why might they do this? 

■ How might we measure the “quality” of a collection of different 
assemblies?


